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Audited Account No. 3118 
  Transcribed by Will Graves     12/12/21 
 
[p 2:  Printed form of Indent No. 27 Book K dated September 6, 1784 “delivered to Mr. Lewis 
Griffin this our Indented Certificate for the Sum of ten pounds Seventeen Shillings and nine 
pence Sterling for Seven months pay due him as a private in the third South Carolina Continental 
Line [one or more words written over and illegible] One Thousand Seven hundred and seventy-
nine per account audited &c.”] 
 
[p 3:  Reverse of the above Indent bearing endorsements acknowledging receipt of one year’s 
interest on the Indent given by Mary Blackmore (by her mark), E. Williman and Ed Lightwood.  
In addition, the following endorsements appear: 
 
I assign my Right, Title to the within Indent & Interest to Misses Mary & Sarah Hopton having 
]?] rec’d Satisfaction for the same. 
    S/ Ed Lightwood 

     
Received the 22nd December 1786 from the Commissioners of the Treasury full satisfaction for 
the Principal & Interest on the within Indent by discount of William Hopton’s Bond for 
Confiscated property 
    S/ Nath’l Russell 

     
 
[Note: The documents in this file do not disclose how Mary Blackmore, E. Williman, Ed 
Lightwood or Nathaniel Russell obtained an interest in this Indent.] 

                                                 
1 The South Carolina Audited Accounts (AAs) are now available online at http://www.archivesindex.sc.gov/.  To find the AA for 
a specific person, click on the Just take me to the search page link, then enter the person’s surname first in the “Full name” 
box followed by a comma and the person’s Christian name.  The “SC” file number shown on this transcript has been assigned by 
the administrator of this website for indexing purposes only and is not an officially recognized file number. The number behind 
the ‘pp’ indicates the number of pages in the file and the ‘Audited Account No.’ is the actual Account Number assigned by the 
South Carolina Archives. 
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